
























EDS COMPLIANCE 

S. No. Shortcoming Compliance 

1.  

EIA/EMP following the generic structure strictly as 

per EIA Notification, 2006 as amended from time 

to time. EIA report should include the Social Impact 

Assessment and R&R Plan. 

SIA &RAP report is uploaded under 

additional details  

2.  
Submit the detailed compliance report of TOR 

condition no. 20. 

Details of sand quarry or borrow area are 

proposed for the project is given in 

Section 5.2.2.3 & 5.2.2.4 of Chapter-5 of 

EIA report. 

Quarry material shall be arranged from 

approved suppliers. No quarry area 

required for the proposed project. 

3.  

Comparison table of issues raised during public 

hearing and commitment made by the project 

proponent with time bound action plan and 

sufficient fund provision 

Compliance to the issue raised during 

public hearing is enclosed as Annexure 

7.3 

4.  

Submit the activities wise fund provision 

(calculated on slab basis) for CER as per Ministry’s 
OM dated 1st May, 2018 

Activity wise budget of CER is provided 

under Section 9.8 of EIA report. 

5.  
Condition wise ToR compliance report with cross 

reference of EMP chapter Section and page no. 
Condition wise ToR Complied 

6.  
Copy of TOR letter is not attached in Form-2 

application  

Copy of the ToR letter is uploaded in 

Form-02 

7.  

Tree cutting details letter is not attached in Form-2 

application. 

 

The details of the trees within ROW are 

provided under Annexure 5.11. 

8.  
English version of approved public hearing (PH) 

minutes. 

English version of public hearing MoM is 

attached with this compliance report   

9.  

As per details of Form-2 application, there is 

Schedule-I species i.e. South Asian River Dolphin. 

But no conservation plan is attached 

Bio-diversity conservation plan is 

enclosed as Annexure 5.12. 



PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES OF MEETING 

Minutes of meeting of Public hearing conducted for environmental clearance of Durjanpura village (Ch 

349.000km) to Bhandahera (Ch 392.800 km) Section of Delhi – Vadodara access controlled (Greenfield) 

NH-148N from) by Project Implementing Unit (PIU), NHAI Kota on 28/08/2019. 

In line with MoEf&CC EIA Notification dated 14/09/2006, Regional Office, Kota letter no. 1595 dated 

02/07/2019 and District Collector, Kota letter. No. 3005 dated 09/07/2019, Public hearing for the 

development of Durjanpura village (Ch 349.000km) to Bhandahera (Ch 392.800 km) Section of Delhi – 

Vadodara access controlled (Greenfield) NH-148N from) by Project Implementing Unit (PIU), NHAI Kota 

was conducted under the chairmanship of ADM, Kota at Sabh Bhawan Panchayat Samiti, Sultanpur, 

Tehsil- Digod, Kota, Rajasthan on 28/08/2019 afternoon 3:00 PM. 

Details of attendees of public hearing were mentioned in Annexure – A. Advertisement for public 

hearing with venue and other details were published in english and hindi daily news paper Times of 

India and Danik Novjoyti, Kota on 27/07/2019.  

Mr. Amit Juyal inaugurated the session welcoming the participants and briefed about the purpose of 

public hearing and the project details. Having briefed about the project, Sri Amit Juyal, with the 

permission of Chairman welcomed M/s Feedback Infra Private Limited to present project details to the 

participants. 

Upon technical consultant of NHAI Mr. Navneet Kumar from M/s Feedback Infra Private Limited, 

elaborated various aspects of environment and assessed impacts for development, Attendees were 

requested to address suggestions and/or put forth their queries for resolution. 

Mr. Mahendra Pancholi, Village – Kherli Tanwaran 

 Memoranda have been submitted to the district administration at various levels in relation to 

the proposed project many times in the past by the artisans / but objections were not given. 

 What were the replies / actions taken by the district administration? No action has been taken 

on complaints / complaints of tenants. 

 For the proposed project, instead of acquiring forest land, it is proposed to construct a road by 

acquiring fertile land in the catchment area. The World Bank money is in the catchment area to 

be acquired. 

 The project mover intends to kill the farmers / tenants and save the animals. 

 Construction work of the proposed project will be given to contractors based in Gurgaon and 

Delhi. The local people will not have any employment opportunities in the proposed project. 

 Many state roads have been constructed in the state by the National Highway Authority, but 

during the construction of the state road, the desired trees were not planted in the cut trees. He 

questioned the details of how many trees were cut and how many trees were planted during 

the construction of the highway in Rajasthan by the Prashan. 

 We want progress, we are progressive people, but do not let bulldozers be imposed on us. 

 During the survey, the alignment with the indicative land and forest land was changed and what 

came out of the fertile land with catchment area. 



 After the completion of this project, the total distance will be 100-125 km. Why is the fertile 

land of catchments being degraded for so much work distance? The proposed route should be 

re-aligned and removed from the land except for this. Road should not be removed from the 

catchment area. 

 It has been said that Forest land has not been taken for the proposed project, but the catchment 

area which is multi-cropped land is being acquired, so the land of catchment should not be 

acquired. 

 The project will not benefit local people. Even the local people will not get employment. 

 In this, the proposed project in the survey was taken from barren land but now it is being taken 

from catchment land. Which is not fair. Therefore, the request is that the land of the catchment 

area should not be acquired. 

 In this hearing only those artisans / farmers should speak / object, whose land is being acquired 

for the proposed project. 

Mr. Abhay Singh, Panchayat Member, Sultanpur 

 How will the tenant, whose entire land is being acquired in the proposed project, take care of 

his family. 

 The tenant whose entire land is being acquired for the project will be given a government job in 

exchange for the land and a family member. 

 The amount of compensation paid by the government is work and this amount will not be able 

to live for the tenant. 

 Poor farmers are being killed to reduce the distance to 100-125 km. 

 The proposed project will increase pollution in the area and spoil the crop. 

 Presently there are many roads from the area surrounding Kota-Jhalawar, Kota-Bare Road. 

Whose condition is bad and there is pollution from the vehicles running on them. First, the 

condition of these roads should be corrected. 

 We oppose the proposed project. The road should not leave here. 

 We oppose the proposed project. The road should not leave here. A huge injustice is being done 

to the farmers. This matter should reach the government through public hearing. 

 Many in the area do not want this road but this road is being imposed on us from above. 

Mr. Rajendra Sharma, Panchayat Member, Sultanpur 

 The 33 panchayats surrounding Sultanpur join here. Therefore, connectivity for climbing and 

descending from Sultanpur should be given in which the local person can use the proposed 

road. 

 Gave to the proposed farmers. Compensation should be given at least 10 times as land is the 

only source of livelihood of the farmers. 

 At least one survivor / member of the proposed family should be given a government job. 

 Along with the proposed road, service road should also be introduced so that farmers can come 

to their land. 

 Along with the proposed road, provision should also be made for service road in which farmers 

can come to their land. 

Mr. Yogendra Pancholi, Village – Kherli Tanwaran 

 There was not enough publicity for the public hearing. 



 Tell the local residents / tenants of the proposed road the benefits of health as well as business. 

 Provision is to use un-irrigated land for the construction of the road, but for this project, 

construction of the road is proposed by acquiring the land with full land / command area. 

 Earlier, during the course of the survey, the alignment was proposed to come out of unirrigated 

land, which does not increase the distance and the road does not even turn. Regarding this, the 

SDO, Collector, NHAI etc. were also given information in full but many of the answers were not 

received. 

 RT by me. Information about the land to be acquired under the NHAI was sought from the 

department but the information given by the department did not give details of the land being 

acquired. Explain the reason for this. The answer of RTO is also given on the last day. The 

intention of the NHAI is not that of farmers / artisans. 

 The local tribes were not taken into confidence for the proposed project. Public representatives 

were not invited to today's public hearing. The project has been opposed by an MLA and he has 

also proposed to hold a public hearing among the villagers in the past. 

Mr Akhlak Mohammad, Village – Notada 

 Agriculture is the sole source of livelihood of the farmers and the farmers will become 

unemployed if land is acquired in the proposed project. 

 Many villages in the proposed project are to be acquired fertile land, these villages will not 

benefit from this project. 

 We strongly oppose this project. If our protest is kept in mind by the administration then it is 

fine, otherwise a fierce agitation will be organized against the proposed project. 

Mr. Mahendra Sharma, Village – kalyanpura 

 With the World Bank funding, the catchment land has been leveled and it has been made fertile 

and multi-cropped. It is not appropriate to construct the proposed project from this land. 

 Roads should be constructed by acquiring stones, irrigated and land according to norms. 

 Compare the three surveys that have been done before this, and whatever survey suggests 

proper construction of road from barren land, road should be constructed from there. 

 Answer to our RTI in the National Highways Authority of India and whatever survey suggests the 

construction of road from barren land is appropriate from where the road should be 

constructed. 

 Share the report of 3 surveys in the past and the report of the current 4 surveys and compare 

the 4 survey reports before finalizing the road alignment and the survey report in which the 

acquisition of fertile land of the tenants is low. 

 All the tenants whose land will be expelled will become unemployed; they will have no means of 

living. 

 We have seen the construction of several national highways in the east. Construction of many 

roads has been completed 15 years ago but not a single tree has been planted in the name of 

environment. After the exit of the road, the surrounding environment will be further 

contaminated. 

 Additional land will also be allocated for the amenity center in the project. 

 We oppose the proposed project and will not allow this road from the area. 



 Presently, the National Highway talks about doubling the age of the casters and on the other 

side is killing the farmer by filling the fertile land of the farmers. 

 The distance of 120 km from Delhi to Mumbai is being reduced, but it must also be seen that the 

source of livelihood of how many farmers is being destroyed. Therefore, the road built earlier 

should be widened rather than the new road constructed. 

 This project is not going to benefit many local people, only international companies will benefit 

from it. 

 Tell in which panchayat for the proposed project, consent has been obtained from the farmers 

for the project. Further work should be done only after obtaining the consent of the farmers. 

People representatives must be invited to the next meeting. 

 All the artisans present at the public hearing should be asked one by one whether they are in 

favor of this project or not. 

 We will oppose this project under any circumstances. 

Mr. Mahaveer meena, Village – Kacholiya 

 The proposed road is leaving the catchment area. Kalyanpuri is multi-cropped and fertile land 

from Mandavara in catchment area and many rivulets and dhores are coming out. In the past 

also 3 surveys were done and in 4 surveys the land of catchment was finalized. We oppose the 

scheme coming out of the catchment and the multi-cropped and fertile land of the catchment 

area should not be acquired. 

 The house is situated on 50-50 feet on either side of the road in Jalimpura. Road has to be 

removed from the middle of houses, which is not proper, so they oppose the road from the 

middle of the village. 

 Public representatives should be invited in the upcoming meeting. 

 It should be said that this road was diverted from Madhopur to this side. Earlier this road was 

passing directly from Madhopur via Bundi district. The land of some big people of the area was 

coming in the middle, due to which it is being removed from Sultanpur. Everyone knows this. 

The alignment should be set according to the old survey. 

 I oppose the proposed project from the farmers. 

Mr. Bhramananad Sharma, Village – Sultanpur 

 Farmers were not taken into confidence for the project and local artisans do not have many 

information about the project. 

 NHAI is going against the rules and exploiting the fertile land of the catchment area. Therefore, 

the road should not be constructed from this land. 

 The farmers should be informed about the benefits and losses from the road. 

 State the rate of compensation to be paid to the farmers so that they can get information about 

the amount received by the farmers. 

 Catchment land should not be acquired for the project. The alignment should be changed and 

removed from irrigated government land, forest land or other land. 

Mr. Mahaveer Pancholi, Village – Kherli Tanwaran 

 The proposed project will increase employment, will benefit health, farmers will sell their crops, 

area residents do not want this. The farmer will have to travel 50 kilometers to reach the road to 

sell his crop, within a short distance, the farmer can go to Kota and sell his crop. 



 How will the proposed project benefit the health of the local people. There will be so much 

smoke coming out of the road that the village will be ruined. A situation like Delhi will arise. 

 How much money the government will pay to the tenant with compensation. The land of the 

tenant will remain 20-25 generations will be able to live with tenure. 

 The proposed project will only benefit the businessmen, many people will not benefit. 

Mr. Khemraj, village – Kunethiya 

 It is not advisable to leave the road from the multi-cropped land through the barren land which 

is government land. 

Mr. Ram Bihari Meena, 

 The proposed road should be construct from the irrigated land at the place of irrigated land 

Mr. Pradeep Kumar Sharma, village – Kalyanpura 

 Underpasses have been given in the roads constructed earlier but harvesters are not known 

from the underpass. 

 From the proposed project, the land of the farmer will be talked in two parts, in this system, the 

farmer will have to go a long way to reach the other part of his land. 

 Even after seen the condition of Kota Banra Road. NHAI talks of improving the environment. 

 A large number of cow and animals are dead on the road, which are not being cleared by the 

authority. 

 It is necessary to fill the minds of officers. 

 15 years have passed since the Kota-Banra road was built. Authority should tell a tree that is 15 

years old. 

Mr Vasudev Malawat, Additional District Collector and Additional District Magistrate (Administration), 

while drawing the attention of the officials of the NHAI said that the objections raised by the farmers 

during today's public hearing are mainly related to the following points: 

 Road exit from irrigated land through non-irrigated land 

 Pre-survey survey not discussed with farmers 

 Farmers' land will be affected by their livelihood 

 Rate of compensation of land to be reduced 

 Road construction will also affect the environment 

 Most of the people are opposing the proposed project 

 Public representatives should also be considered in relation to the proposed project 

Mr Vasudev Malawat, Additional District Collector and Additional District Magistrate (Administration), 

directed the officers to record all the objections / suggestions made by the villagers / present persons 

during the public hearing and record and ensure that they are sent to the competent authority so that 

the objections / problems of the villagers can be resolved. 

Mr. Veerendra Singh Project Director, NHAI - Kota gave a point wise response to villagers' 

objections/comment as follows: 

 This is a public hearing related to environmental acceptance and its publicity was published in 

two newspapers Times of India and Dainik Navjyoti as per rules and publicity was also spread 



through village through village pamphlets. Information of public hearing reached the sub-

divisional officer of the area, Tehsildar, which resulted in the following about 150 rural people. 

 In relation to pollution arising from the proposed project, where the technical consultancy data 

has presented a comprehensive proposal to prevent the study of environmental impact 

assessment, only after proving its suitability, environmental approval will be issued to the 

project from a competent level. 

 Connectivity will be considered for those descending from Sultanpur. 

 The present protection is as per the approval of the competent authority, in this regard a 

complaint of not acquiring the land of the catchment area has been registered and it will be 

investigated and put forward at the competent level of the government. 

 In order to prevent pollution from the project, the criteria obtained by the technical consultant 

Feedback Infra Private Limited of the National Authority of India have been taken and the 

proposed project will get environmental approval only if all the criteria are found to be correct. 

The proposed project is about 1200 to 1300 km and its length in Tehsil-Digoh is about 45 km. 

 The infrastructure project has long-term benefits. Road is the basis of development, along with 

the construction of road, schools, colleges, hospitals etc. are also developed, which also creates 

employment opportunities. 

 During the construction of the project, the general public of the concerned area also gets 

employment. 

 Under Section 3- क of the Indian National Highway Act, 1956, any attack can be presented 

before the competent authority within 21 days of the publication of the notification and within 

the day of publication of the 3- घ notification and the RTI. Under the RTI, only the documents 

requested by the applicant and available in the office in the desired information. As per the Act, 

time limit has been provided. 

 The Government of India manufactures infrastructures to improve the country's economic 

condition. Today there are two routes in the country to go from Delhi to Mumbai, 1 Delhi - 

Jaipur - Ajmer – Kishangarh – Udaipur – Ahmadabad - Mumbai. 2. Delhi- Faridabad – Kanpur – 

Bhopal -Mumbai, and both these routes have developed from where they originated. 

 Many infrastructure development projects have not come to the area through which the Delhi-

Mumbai Expressway passes through, which has developed that area. Conservation of Delhi-

Mumbai has been chosen keeping this in mind. 

 Mumbai is the charitable capital of India while Delhi is considered as the political capital, so its 

connectivity will develop the country and the village. Therefore, this proposed project has many 

long-term benefits. 

Prior to the public hearing and during the public hearing, the Pollution Control Board or the District 

Administration did not receive any written suggestion / complaint related to the proposed project. 

At the end of the public hearing, Mr. Vasudev Malawat, Additional District Magistrate and Mr. Amit 

Juyal, Regional Officer, Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board, Kota thanked the people and 

representatives present and announced the termination of public hearing. 

 


